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INTRODUCTION - PRELIMINARIES 
An important question for a Banach space is whether it contains an isomorphic 
copy of some classical Banach spaces. The usual method of proving such results is via 
basic sequences. For example, James [2] has shown that if a Banach space contains 
an unconditional basis, then it contains an isomorphic copy of c0, l\ or it is reflexive. 
This gives a partial answer to the famous open problem, namely the existence of a 
subspace isomorphic to Co, i\ or to a reflexive space in any Banach space and shows 
that this problem is closely connected with the open problem, whether every Banach 
space contain an unconditional basic sequence. 
We say a sequence (xn) of non-zero vectors in a Banach space X basic iff (xn) is 
a Shauder basis for its closed linear span [in]J°=1. This means for every x G [̂ -1)̂ =1 
00 
there exists a unique sequence (An) of scalars such that x = JZ Anxn. Moreover, 
n = l 
(xn) is said unconditional if the series £^£nAnxn converges for every (en) £ { — 1, 1}
N . 
n 
Two basic sequences are called equivalent iff the convergence of the series ^2Xnxn 
n 
is equivalent to that of ]T^Anyn. In this case there is an isomorphism between the 
n 
spans [xn]n
<L1 and [t/nl^i which carries xn to yn. This notion gives the ability to 
recognize the existence of a classical Banach space via its usual base. Of course every 
sequence (xn) in a Banach space X doesn't contain a basic subsequence but we can 
select a basic subsequence if (xn) is seminormalized (i.e. 0 < inf ||xn||) and weakly 
n 
null using the Bessaga-Pelczynski selection principle [1]. 
In this paper, we extend notions and results related to basic sequences (such as 
equivalence, unconditionality, e.t.c.) to arbitrary sequences in a Banach space. We 
prove that if a Banach space X has an unconditional (not necessarily basic) sequence 
4'M\ 
(xn) with 0 < inf ||xn|| and X = [snl^i then X contains an isomorphic copy of Co, 
n 
t\ or it is somewhat reflexive (Theorem 22). A Banach space X is called somewhat 
reflexive if any subspace of X has a reflexive subspace with a basis. We also answer 
the second problem affirmatively for the case of a Banach space with an unconditional 
sequence (Theorem 19). 
We give a criterion (Corollary 11) for a Banach space to contain tp isomorphically, 
using the notion of an -?p-sequence (a sequence (xn) such that the series £ a n e n 
n\ 
converges if and only if (an) £ tp and 0 < inf ||xn||). The same result is proved 
n t 
by Bessaga and Pelczynski [1] for the case of Co. We also characterize the class of 
tp- or Co-sequences as the class of those bounded sequences which are equivalent to 
their bounded blocks (Theorem 13) extending M. Zippin's Theorem [7] which gives 
an analogous characterization for the basic sequences. 
The central idea for proving such results is the close relation between a semi-
normalized sequence (xn) and the basic sequence (en) of unit vectors in the space 
E(*n>. 
Let (X, 11.11) be a Banach space and (xn) a sequence of non zero vectors in X. The 
vector space 
n 
E(*n> = |(A„) 6 RN : sup £ A,*,- < oo) 
n <=i 
£ A,-ar,- . For every 
»=i » 
sequence (xn) such that 0 < A ^ ||xn|| ^ 5 for n G N we have that | ( A n ) | .$ 
oo 
B £ |An| for every (An) 6 t
l and sup |An| <$ £ | ( A n ) | for every (An) 6 E<
Xn). Hence 
t = l n 
the set E(*n) is contained in t°° and contains t\. As we prove in Propositions 8 and 
9 if E^n) = tl (resp. E^n) = t°°) then (xn) has a basic subsequence equivalent to 
the usual basis of t\ (resp. to the usual basis of CQ). Also if E(*n) = tp for some 
1 < p < oo then (xn) has a basic subsequence equivalent to the usual basis of P 
(Proposition 10). From a result of Odell [5] if a normalized weakly null sequence 
(xn) has no subsequence equivalent to the unit vector basis of CQ then there exists 
a subsequence (xnk) so that E^
nfc) C Co and if a bounded sequence (xn) has no 
subsequence equivalent to the unit vector basis of t\ then for every subsequence 
(xnk) of (xn) we have E<*
n*) ^ t\. 
The unit vectors en, n £ N form a basic sequence in E^
ft) with basic constant 1. It 
is easy to see that E(*n) = E<en). Also E(a?n) = [ e ^ ^ if and only if (en) is boundedly 
complete and that the function T: [en]** — E^
n) with T(x**) = T(x**(en)) is an 
isometry onto E^n) if and only if (en) is shrinking. Hence E^
n) is reflexive if and 
only if (en) is shrinking and boundedly complete. As we prove in Proposition 15, if 
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E(*n) is reflexive for some sequence (xn) with 0 < inf | |xn | | , then (xn) has a basic 
n 
subsequence (xnjk) which is shrinking and boundedly complete and also the space 
[ i n ] ~ = 1 is somewhat reflexive (Proposition 17). We don't kn >w whether X = [«n]S°=i 
is reflexive in general, but it is easy to see that X is reflexive if (xn) is dense in X. 
Extending R. C. James' Theorem [2] we prove that if (xn) is an unconditional 
sequence with 0 < inf | |xn | | , then [xn]n
<L1 has no subspace isomorphic to I
1 if and 
only if (en) is shrinking, and [xn]~= 1 has no subspace isomorphic to CQ if and only if 
(en) is boundedly complete (Proposition 21). Hence, in this case we have that E^
rn^ 
is reflexive if [xn]n
<L1 has no subspace isomorphic to t\ or Co. 
We call two sequences (xn) in K, (yn) in V equivalent if 0 < inf | |xn | | , 0 < inf ||yn | | 
n n 
and E(Xn) = &ynh As we prove in Proposition 2 the sequences (xn) and (yn) are 
equivalent if and only if the series $2aBxn converges in K, iff the series Y
anVn 
n n 
converges in Y. Hence this notion of equivalence extends the usual notion for basic 
sequences. Since E( r") = E^en^ we have that every sequence (xn) with 0 < inf | |xn | | 
n 
is equivalent to the basic sequence (en). 
Our notation generally follows that of [4] where many notion and unproved state-
ments may be found. In particular we write (xn) for a sequence, 52 xn for a series 
n 
and [^n]^--! for the closed linear span of a sequence (xn) in a Banach space. 
Many of the notions of basic sequences can be defined in a meaninful way also for 
arbitrary sequences in Banach spaces. 
Definition 1. Let X, Y be Banach spaces and (xn) , (yn) sequences in K, Y 
respectively such that 0 < inf | |xn | | and 0 < inf ||yn||. The sequences (xn) and (yn) 
n n 
are called equivalent if E^n^ = E(yn). 
We show that this notion of equivalence extends the usual notion for basic se-
quences. 
Proposition 2. Let (xn) , (yn) be sequences in the Banach spaces X} Y respec-
tively, such that 0 < inf | |xn | | and 0 < inf ||yn||. The following are equivalent: 
n n 
(i) The sequences (xn), (yn) are equivaient. 
(ii) The identity mapping I: E^**) —• E^Vn^ is an isomorphism. 
(iii) The unit vector basic sequence (en) in E^
n^ is equivalent (using the usual 
notion) to the same basic sequence in E(yn). 





P r o o f , (i) => (ii) Let E(x»> = E<»»> and let I: E<*»> — E(y»> be the identity 
mapping. But I has closed graph; this is easy to see from the inequality 
(*) sup |An | ^ .
2 i y ! which holds for every (A„) E E ^ . 
n inf | |x n | | n 
Therefore I is an isomorphism. 
It is clear that (ii) implies (iii) and it is easy to see that (iii) implies (i) from 
the equality E ( C n ) = E ( X n ) . The equivalence of (iii) and (iv) is a consequence of 
the following observation. The series 52anxn converges in X if and only if 52anen 
n n 
converges in E ( X n ) . Indeed, if 52anen converges in E ( X n ) then 52anxn converges 
in K, because 52 a«x* ^ 1C a«e*H *°r e v e r v n,ra G N. On the other hand, if 




for every n, m G N with no ^ n ^ ra, hence 
every n, ra 6 N with no ^ n ^ ra. It follows that 52anen converges in E ( X n ) . D 
52 a.e,- = sup 52 a«x»|| < € f o r 
i=n '" n<k<m " »=n 
In the next proposition we observe that if we perturb each element of a sequence 
by a sufficiently small vector, then we get an equivalent sequence. 
Propos i t ion 3. Let X be a Banach space and (xn), (yn) two sequences in X such 
that 0 < inf | |xn | | and 0 < inf \\yn\\ • ^52\\
xn — Vn\\ < °o then (xn) is equivalent to 
n n n 
(yn). 
P r o o f . Let (A„) G -.<*«>. Then || £ A.y.| ^ | £ A.z.| + | £ A,-(z. - i/.) | ^ 
I
i n II o o 
52 Atx,- -f(sup |An|) • 52 \\xi - 2/«|| holds for every n G N. Hence (An) G E
( y " \ 
.. I : = 1 'I n t = l 
since (An) is bounded. D 
Lemma 4. Let X be a Banach space and (xn) a sequence in X such that 0 < 
inf | |xn | | . If(uk) is a block sequence of(xn) with Uk = 52
 a*x»> a* E " andpk ^ qt < 
i=Pk 
pjb+i for every k G N, such that C < inf \\uk\\ then the sequence (uk) is equivalent to 
k 
ik 
the corresponding basic sequence (vk) in E^XnJ where Vk = 52 a»e» ^or everY & E N. 
P r o o f . It is easy to see that ||u^|| ^ |||vjt| for every k G N, hence 0 < inf |t>jb|. 
The sequence (xn) is equivalent to the unit vector sequence (en) in E
( X n ) , because 
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E(Cn) = £(*n). Thus, from Proposition 2 the series ^Xk^k converges in X if and 
k 
only if the series ^AfcVfc converges in E ^ n ) . Hence, the sequence (tit) is equivalent 
it 
to the sequence (t;*) in E(*n). • 
The existence in a Banach space of subspaces isomorphic to the classical Banach 
spaces plays a central role in the study of the space. The next results give criteria 
for the embedding of Co of £p for 1 ^ p < oo in a Banach space. 
Definition 5. A sequence (xn) in a Banach space X such that 0 < inf | |xn | | is 
n 
called an £p-sequence for some 1 .$ p < oo (resp. CQ-sequence) iff it is equivalent to 
the usual basis of £p (resp. of Co). 
As corollaries of the previous results we have the next two propositions. 
Proposition 6. Let X be a Banach space, (xn) a sequence in X such that 0 < 
inf | |xn | | and 1 ^ p < oo. The following are equivalent: 
n 
(i) The sequence (xn) is an £p-sequence (resp. co-sequence). 
(ii) £<Xn) = £p (resp. E<*
n) = £°°). 
(iii) The identity mapping I: E(*n) —• IF (resp. I: E(*n) —• £°°) is an isomorphism. 
(iv) The unit vector basic sequence (en) in E^
n ) is equivalent to the usual basis 
of£p (resp. of Co). 
(v) The series ^anxn converges in X if and only if(an) G £p (resp. (an) G Co). 
n 
Proposition 7. Let (xn) be a sequence in a Banach space X. If (xn) is an £p-
sequence for some 1 ^ p < oo (resp. a co-sequence) then every block sequence (uk) 
Ik v 
of (xn) with Uk = J2
 ai*i* ai € "> Pk ^ 9k < Pib+i for every k G N, such that 
•=Pfc 
0 < inf ||tijk|| and sup j ^ a»e» < °° i s a^ s o a i l £p-sequence (resp. a co-sequence). 
P r o o f . Applying Lemma 4 we have that the sequence (uk) in X is equivalent 
qk 
to the basic sequence (vk) in E(Xn), where Vk = $3 a»e« f° r e v e r v k £N. Since (xn) 
«=Pfc 
is an ifp-sequence, the basic sequence (en) in E^*
n) is equivalent to the usual basis 
of £p. Since (vk) is bounded it is also equivalent to the usual basis of £p. Therefore, 
(tijk) is an ^-sequence. 
The proof for co-sequences is similar. • 
We shall prove in Theorem 13 that the property of £p- and co-sequences which is 
described in the'previous Proposition characterizes the class of these sequences. 
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R e m a r k . Bessaga and Pelczynski proved in [1] that a sequence ( x n ) in a Ba-
nach space X such that 0 < inf | |x n | ] is a c0-sequence if and only if it is weakly 
n 
CO 
unconditionally Cauchy (i.e. ]P | / ( a r n ) | < oo for every / G X*). 
i = i 
Since a co-sequence ( x n ) is weakly null, it follows from the Bessaga-Pelczynski 
selection principle [1] that it has a basic sequence (xnk). T h e subsequence ( x n f c ) is 
also a co-sequence and hence equivalent to the usual basis of Co. T h u s we have: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 8. Let X be a Banach space. Every c0-sequence in X has a basic 
subsequence equivalent to the usual basis of c0. 
We shall prove the same result in the situation of ^-sequences. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 9. Let X be a Banach space. Every l\-sequence in X has a basis 
subsequence equivalent to the usual basis of i\. 
P r o o f . Let (xn) be an ^-sequence in A'. Then (xn) is bounded and it doesn't 
converges in X. Indeed, from Proposition 6 the unit vector basic sequence ( e n ) in 
YS**} is equivalent to the usual basic of i\, hence there are A, B > 0 such t h a t 
k ... k ..I k 
n = l n = l n = l 
holds for every k G N and a j , . . . , a* G R. It follows that | | x n | | = | e n | ^ B for every 
n G N. Suppose now that (xn) converges in A'. Take ko G N such that B + 1 < k0A 
and no G N such t h a t \\xn — xin\\ < -j- for every ?i, m G N with no ^ n ^ m. Then 
we have, 
B + 1 < k0A ^ 
n 0 + Лo 
n = n 0 + l 
r, „ + A 
E <-' 
n = n n + l 
^ ß + — < ß + l 
2k0 
a contradiction . Hence (xn) does not converge in A. 
Now we claim that ( x n ) has no weak Cauchy subsequence. The result will follow 
from the claim by H. P. Rosenthal's fundamental result [6]. It need only be proved 
tha t (xn) is not weak Cauchy, because from Proposition 7 every subsequence of ( x n ) 
is also an ^-sequence. Let (xn) be weak Cauchy. Since (xn) does not converge in 
A', there is an e > 0 and a subsequence (y\) of (xu) such that 111/2A — l — V2\\\ > £ for 
every A G N. Let u\ — 2/2A-1 —2/2A f ° r every X G N. Then the sequence (u\) is weakly 
null and ||WA|| > £ for every A G N. Hence from the Bessaga-Pelczynski selection 
principle [1], (u\) has a basic subsequence (u\ ) which according to Proposition 7 is 
also an ^-sequence. Thus (u\^) is equivalent (using the usual notion) to the usual 
basis of ^i and weakly null, a contradiction. • 
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Proposition 10. Let X be a Banach space and 1 < p < oo. every tp-sequence in 
X has a basic subsequence equivalent to the usual basis of tp. 
P r o o f . Let (xn) be an ^,-sequence in X for some 1 < p < oo. Then (xn) 
is bounded and weakly null. Indeed, from Proposition 6 the identity mapping I: 
£(*«) __, £p is a n isomorphism, hence (en) is bounded, weakly null in E^
Xn^ and a basis 
(
OO v OO 
£ anen) = £ anxn. 
n = l I n = l 
Then T is well defined and bounded. Hence (xn) is bounded and weakly null sequence 
in X. 
From the Bessaga-Pelczynski selection principle [1], (xn) has a basic subsequence 
(xnk)y which from Proposition 7 is also an *fp-sequence. The sequence (xnk) is there-
fore equivalent to the usual basis of tp. • 
Corollary 11. A Banach space X has a subspace isomorphic to tp for some 
1 .$ p < oo (resp. to Co) if and only if it contains an tp-sequence (resp. co-sequence). 
P r o o f . If X has a subspace isomorphic to tp (resp. Co) then it has a basic 
sequence (xn) equivalent to the usual basis of tp (resp. of Co). Thus, (xn) is an tp-
(CQ-) sequence. 
Let (xn) be an ^-sequence (resp. co-sequence) in X. According to Proposition 8, 
9 and 10 there is a basic subsequence (xnk) of (xn) which is equivalent to the usual 
basis of tp (resp. of Co). 
Using the notions that we have defined, we are able to extend to arbitrary se-
quences M. Zipping Theorem [7], which characterizes in a very strong sense the 
basic sequences which are equivalent to the usual basis of Co or tp. D 
Lemma 12. Let X be a Banach space and (xn) a sequence of a non zero vectors 
in X. For every (an) G E^
Xn^ there is a sequence of signs (dn) such that 
n MI n 
y] di a. e, = ^2 di aiXi 
holds for every n £ N. 
P r o o f . Firstly, | a i e i | = | |aixi| | , hence we may set d\ = 1. Suppose that the 
signs d\y #2. • • M dk have been chosen such that 
П II II " 
^ ð i Я j e J = У^ðiaţgţ 
ť=i ' И II t = i 
holds for every n = 1,2,..., Ar. 
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X2 a,-d,x, ^ 5Z aidixi + ak+iXk+i\\> then set 6\+i = 1. In the other case set 
i=l "I I'i=l I' 
djb+i = - 1 , because if J2 ajd,x, + ajb+ixjb+i < J2 aidixift t n e n f ° r every / € X* 
such that ll/H = 1 and £ a*d»x* = J2 aidif(xi) we have /(ajb+ixjb+i) < 0 and so 




ť = i 
Hence we have the equality 
rjь+i/(sjь+i) > 
II к 1 
У^a,д,x, 
ť = 1 1 
sнн к+l || ^ a , ð , x , ť=i 
a 
T h e o r e m 13. Let X be a Banach space. A normalized sequence (xn) in X is an 
lp-sequence for some 1 ^ p < oo or a co-sequence if and only if (xn) is equivalent 
to any of its blocks (uk) with Uk = £^ a ,x, . a, G R and pjb ^ gjb < pjb+i for every 
«=Pfc 
III qk III 
k G N, such that 0 < inf ||ujb|| and sup ^2 a»e» < °°-
* Jb m,=pfc "I 
P r o o f . That an ^-sequence or a co-sequence is equivalent to any such block 
sequence has been shown in Proposition 7. 
For the converse, according to Proposition 6 it need be proved that the unit vector 
sequence (e n ) in T,(
Xn) is equivalent either to the usual basis of £p for some 1 ^ p < oo 
or the usual basis of Co- Using M . Zippin's Theorem [7] is need only be proved that 
(e n ) is equivalent to each of its normalized blocks. 
First notice that for every choice of signs (dn) the sequence (x n ) is equivalent 
to ( d n x n ) . Hence the sequence (en) is equivalent to (3 n e n ) in E^
Xn^ according to 
Proposition 7. Thus (en ) is an unconditional basic sequence in Y,(
Xn\ 
(ik 
Let Vjt == X2 a*e*> where a, G R, pjb ^ <?Jb < PJfc-f-i and |t>jt| = 1 for every k G N . 
«=Pfc 
From Lemma 12 there are signs di such that Yl a t f t e t = £ ai<9.£» holds 
HI i = P k I" II t = p f c I' 
qk qk qk 
for every k G N. Set Uk = Yl aixi-> v'k = 1C a»^»et a n d u'k = ]C ai&ixi f ° r every 
»=pit »=Pfc »=Pfc 
k G N . Since (en) is an unconditional basic sequence in Y^
Tn\ there is M > 0 such 
that jf ^ \Wk\\ = | t /J | ^ M holds for every k G N . By the hypothesis we get that 
(u'k) is equivalent to ( x n ) . According to Lemma 4 the sequence (u'k) is also equivalent 
to (v'k). Hence (v'k) is equivalent to (en) in E^
XnK By the unconditionality of (e n ) 
we have tha t (vk) is equivalent to ( e n ) . This completes the proof. • 
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Corollary 14. Let X be a Banach space and (xn) a normalized sequence in X. 
If (xn) is equivalent to all its normalized blocks then (xn) has a basic subsequence 
equivalent to the usual basis ofco or of some £p for I ^ p < oo. 
For the next two Propositions, we are concerned with the case where £(*») is 
reflexive. 
Proposition 15. Let X be a Banach space and (xn) a sequence in X such that 
0 < inf | |xn | | . If E(*») is reflexive, then (xn) has a basic subsequence (xnk) such that 
n 
[xrjjfclj is a reflexive subspace of X. 
P r o o f . If £(*») is reflexive, then (en) is weakly null in £(*») and a basis 
of £(**). The linear map T: E<»-> -> X defined by r ( £ anen) = £ «nXn is 
Vn=:l ' n = l 
bounded, hence (xn) is weakly null sequence in X. 
It follows from [1] that (xn) has a basic subsequence (-Cnfc)> which from Lemma 4 is 
equivalent to the basic sequence (enfc) in £(
Xn). Since [enfc]Jl1 is a reflexive subspace 
of £(Xn), the vector space [-CnJltLi ls a ' s o refle-<ive- D 
Lemma 16. Let X be an infinite dimensional Banach space, (xn) a sequence in 
X such that 0 < inf | |xn | | and X = [xnJJJLj and Y an infinite dimensional closed 
n 
subspace of X with a basis (yn). Then there is a basic block sequence (uk) of (xn) 
which is equivalent to a bounded block sequence (wk) of(yn). 
P r o o f . We construct the sequences (ti*), (™k) inductively. Pick z\ G Y with 
||zi|| = 1. Let w\ = ]T WVi w i t n r1 ^ N and /i, G R, such that ||*! - Wi|| < g^, 
t=i 
where K is the basis constant of (t/n). Let now u\ = $3;Ipi ^*
x% w i t n Pi ^ 01 € N 
and A, G R, such that \\z\ — ui|| < g^. Thus we have ||u;i — ui|| < ^ . 
Now Y fl [-Cnln f̂i+i *s a n infin-te dimensional subspace of Y, hence [-EnlJJLf-.+i H 
[j/n]n
<LTi+1 is also an infinite dimensional subspace of Y. We pick z2 G frnlJJL^+i ^ 
fa 
[yn]^=Tl+i
 w i t n IMI = 1. Let w2 = Yl Wi
 w i t n r1 < r2 € N and /i, G R, such 
l = Ti+l 
*2 
that \\z2 — tv2|| < 4S.jf.2- ^
s o *et W2 = -C ^,x» w* t n 01 < P2 < 02 G N and A, G R, 
•=p2 
such that \\z2 - U2II < 4a.jr.2- Then we have ||u2 — w2\\ < 43^- We continue in an 
obvious manner. 
The sequence (wk) obtained in this way is a block basis of (yn) and | < ||tv*|| < | 
00 
holds for every k G N. Since £ \\wk - ti*|| < 3^ it follows by [3] that (uk) is a basic 
sequence and equivalent to (wk)- ^ 
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Proposition 17. Let X be a Banach space and (xn) a sequence in X such that 
0 < inf | |xn | | and X = [xn]n
KLl. If £(*") is reflexive then X is somewhat reflexive 
n 
space. 
P r o o f . Let Z be a nonreflexive subspace of X. Then Z contains a basic 
sequence (yn) and let Y = [yn]^!- According to Lemma 16 there is a block sequence 
(wk) of (yn) which is equivalent to a basic block sequence (uk) of (xn). If Uk = 
qk 
^2 a,x, with a, £ R and Pk ^ qk < P*+i for every k £ N, then by Lemma 4 
»=p* 
the basic sequence (uk) is equivalent to the basic sequence (t;*) in E ^ r n \ where 
ik 
Vk = X3 a«e« f° r e v e r y ib G N. Since [ v * ] ^ is a reflexive subspace of E^Xn\ the 
»=Pfc 
subspaces [ M * ] ] ^ and [M*]*^! °f ^ a r e a ' s o reflexive. Hence Z contains a reflexive 
subspace with a basis. D 
Definition 18. A sequence (xn) in a Banach space X is called unconditional iff 
whenever a series ^ a n x n , an £ R converges in K the convergence is unconditional. 
n 
T h e o r e m 19. Let X be an infinite dimensional Banach space, (xn) an uncon-
ditional sequence in X and X = [xn]n
<-l. Then every infinite dimensional closed 
subspace Y of X has an unconditional basic sequence. 
P r o o f . Let (yn) be a basic sequence in Y. According to Lemma 16 there is 
basic block sequence (wk) of (yn) which is equivalent to a basic block sequence (uk) 
of (xn). Since (xn) is unconditional, (uk) is also unconditional. Hence, (wk) is an 
unconditional basic sequence in Y. • 
Proposition 20. Let X be an infinite dimensional Banach space and (xn) an 
unconditional sequence in X such that 0 < inf | |xn | | and X = [xn]~= 1 . Then X has 
n 
a subspace isomorphic to £p for some 1 ^ p < oo (resp. to CQ) if and only if the 
subspace [enJ.JLi of E^Xn^ contains a subspace isomorphic to £p (resp. to CQ). 
P r o o f . Let Y is a subspace of X isomorphic to £p, then from Lemma 16 there 
is a basic block sequence (uk) of (xn) which is equivalent to the usual basis of £p. By 
Lemma 4 there is a block sequence (t;*) of (en) in £(
r*) which is equivalent to (u*). 
Hence (vk) is equivalent to the usual basis of £p. 
Conversely, if [ e n ] ^ ! has a subspace isomorphic to £p) then there is a normalized 
block sequence (vk) of (en) equivalent to the usual basis of £p. Let Vk = Yl
 a*e* 
*=Pk 




^ atd,eJ = ] P aidiXi 
г=Pk 
442 
holds for every k £ N. 
<jk qk 
Set v'k = $3
 at^ie« a n d u* = J2 QidiXi for every k 6 N. Since (en) is an 
»=Pk - = p * 
unconditional basic sequence in £<**), the sequence (vĵ ) is equivalent to (vt) and 
there is M > 0 such that ~ ^ ||ujt|| = | r £ | -̂  M holds for every k € N. By Lemma 
4 the sequence (M*) is equivalent to (trj.), hence (ti*) is an -?p-sequence in X. The 
result follows from Corollary 11. 
The proof for c0 is similar. • 
From Proposition 20 we get immediately the following results which extend R. C. 
James Theorem [2] related to unconditional basic sequences to arbitrary uncondi-
tional sequences. 
Proposition 21. Let X be an infinite dimensional Banach space and (xn) an 
unconditional sequence in X such that 0 < inf | |xn | | and X = [-CnJ^i- Then: 
n 
(i) X has no subspace isomorphic to t\ if and only if the unit vector basic sequence 
(en) in E(
Xn) is shrinking 
(ii) X has no subspace isomorphic to Co if and only if the basic sequence (en) in 
£(*n) i s boundedly complete. 
P r o o f . Since (xn) is an unconditional sequence in X the basic sequence (en) in 
£(*») is also unconditional. From [2] we have that (en) is shrinking if and only if the 
subspace [en]^0-! of £(*n) has no subspace isomorphic to t\ and (en) is boundedly 
complete if and only if [enjj^j has no subspace isomorphic to Co. The result is now 
obvious from Proposition 20. • 
Theorem 22. Let X be an infinite dimentioanl Banach space and (xn) an uncon-
ditional sequence in X such that 0 < inf | |xn | | and X = [-cn]n°=1. Then X contains a 
n 
subspace isomorphic to t\, Co or X is somewhat reflexive. 
P r o o f . If X has no subspace isomorphic to Co or t\ then from Proposition 20 
we have that the unit vector basic sequence (en) in £(*
n) is shrinking and boundedly 
complete. Hence [ e n ] ^ = £(*n) and E(*n) is reflexive. According to Proposition 
17 X is somewhat reflexive. • 
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